Meet the Department
David Sandwell & Catherine Constable

Date: Tuesday, February 9, 2021
Time: 12:00 pm, Pacific Time
Zoom link (password = igpp):
https://ucsd.zoom.us/j/93459555945?pwd=NG1PVHNtY0xjTnVkJG5zB0WFmQQT09
Meeting ID: 934 5955 5945
Host: Tianze Liu (tianzeliu@ucsd.edu)

Dave will talk about some of the activities of students and postdocs working virtually in the Sandwell lab. Topics include: global marine gravity (video); seesaw propagating ridges; and 40 years of Mojave earthquakes (video). His talk is entitled: Marine Tectonics and Crustal Deformation from Space Geodesy

Cathy will talk about linking unusually rapid geomagnetic events found in paleomagnetic records to similar features in numerical dynamo simulations. Her talk is titled: On the origin of extreme variations in Earth's magnetic field